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No matter whether you are approaching public or private sponsors, this thorough and detailed step-by-step guide will
enable you to plan and write winning proposals. • Discusses resources to identify the tens of thousands of grantmakers
that award more than $350 billion in philanthropic funds annually • Provides a time-tested template to write proposals for
private foundations and corporations, with samples to illustrate how the template can be used in different grant writing
situations • Features new examples of and strategies for increasing the overall quality and competitiveness of grant
applications • Addresses sponsors' increased attention to evaluation and their desire to move beyond counting
participants and activities to measuring a project's impact • Looks at different types of sustainability and interrelationships
among grant proposal narratives, logic models, and budgets • Offers new strategies for engineering and reverse
engineering budgets to help maintain alignment between costs and activities and insulate against potential requests for
budget reductions
The past few years have featured such blockbusters as "Super-Size Me," "Fahrenheit 9/11," "Sicko," "March of the
Penguins," and "An Inconvenient Truth." And as news articles proclaim a new era in the history of documentary films,
more and more new directors are making their first film a nonfiction one. But in addition to posing all of the usual
challenges inherent to more standard filmmaking, documentaries also present unique problems that need to be
understood from the outset. Where does the idea come from? How do you raise the money? How "much" money do you
need? What visual style is best suited to the story? What are the legal issues involved? And how can a film reach that allimportant milestone and find a willing distributor? Epstein, Friedman, and Wood tackle all of these important questions
with examples and anecdotes from their own careers. The result is an informative and entertaining guide for those just
starting out, and an enlightening read for anyone interested in a behind-the-scenes look at this newly reinvigorated field
of film.
For Aaron Drake, his word was his bond. But when he promised his dying friend he'd "hold on to hope," Aaron had no
idea what he was getting himself into. Because "hope" is Hope Gatlin—his friend's bride-to-be, already en route to
Colorado. Aaron's duty is clear. He'll meet Hope at the train and ask her to be his wife. Yet who could have guessed that
the woman would say no! Agree to a marriage of obligation? No, Hope wouldn't do it. However, the more time Hope
spends with the grieving widower, the more she finds herself falling for the sweet, protective man. But Hope will only
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marry for love. Can Aaron learn to care again?
An amazingly simple technique for getting high-conflict people to stop blaming others, and instead join in finding solutions
to problems.
Not every book merits a fifth edition! An invaluable resource, this thorough and detailed guide will enable anyone charged with grantseeking
to submit winning proposals. • Offers advanced writing tips highlighting technological tools that will help writers work smarter, not harder, to
increase proposal persuasiveness • Includes an expanded presentation of logic models that graphically display the relationship between
situation, processes, and resulting outputs and outcomes • Features a new chapter on sustainability, complete with sample language to help
grantseekers answer the dreaded question, "How will your project be sustained beyond the granting period?" • Shares practical tips that have
enabled the authors to write winning grants for four decades
"BIFF is a unique, proven way to communicate with difficult people. Using a BIFF (Brief, Informative, Friendly, Firm) response protects you
and your reputation when responding to blame, personal attacks, and hostile email from people with high-conflict personalities. Easy to
remember, but hard to do, so it takes practice. Over twenty examples of BIFF are included, plus a new chapter on coaching others to use
BIFF.Bill Eddy is a lawyer, therapist, mediator, author, and president of High Conflict Institute. He developed the "high conflict personality"
theory and has become an international expert on managing disputes involving high-conflict personalities and personality disorders"--

Amazing Stories, the home of Jules Verne and H. G. Wells, publisher of the first stories of Ursula K. Leguin and Isaac Asimov, is
back in print after an absence of more than a decade! This relaunch of the iconic first science fiction magazine is packed full of
exciting science fiction, fantasy, and articles, all in a beautiful package featuring eye-catching illustrations and cartoons. The
Amazing Stories Winter 2018 issue (the 615th issue since 1926) includes work by: • Allen M. Steele • Gary Dalkin • Jack Clemons
• Lena Ng • Marina J. Lostetter • Neal Holtschulte • Daniel M. Kimmel • Jule Novakova • G. Scott Huggins • Noah Chinn •
Vonnie Winslow Crist • Steve Fahnestalk • Shirley Meier
Negotiation permeates every aspect of our lives, from our home to our work. Whether you consider yourself a novice or expert,
there is always room to improve your negotiation performance. With easily replicable tools throughout, this book offers everything
you need to know for an MBA in negotiation, but without the expense and time-consuming study. It will help you improve both your
confidence and ability, and equip you with all the skills and tools needed for successful negotiation. Negotiation is more than
buying and selling, more than winning and more than streetwise manipulation; it’s creating a successful deal that will lead to a
fruitful relationship with the other party. In this book, the author demonstrates how we can all become more effective negotiators in
business, and our everyday lives, by combining theory with real-life examples and offering practical tips. At the end of each
chapter, your knowledge will be tested and the learning reaffirmed to enable you to walk into any negotiation confidently. This book
is essential reading to all students taking part in an MBA program, as well as anyone with an interest in negotiation. Whether you
need help negotiating a new kitchen installation, a better salary or a multi-million-pound business deal, this book will give you the
competitive edge to get there.
From one proposal…to another! Laurel Sommers's world crumbled when she discovered her father's other family. Now she's been roped into
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organizing her famous half sister's wedding… Plus, Laurel's ex-fiancé is invited. So when the groom's gorgeous brother proposes he play her
convenient boyfriend, she agrees! Stuntman Dan Black's relationships are like the roles he steps into—temporary. But it's soon clear his and
Laurel's chemistry is here to stay, and Dan starts considering a more permanent proposal…
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